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SIVUMUN

Atautchitun katilluta

uqarupta tajva Inuit

Nunangat nayuqtaqput

suangasiniaqtuaq.”



Lighting the qulliq (seal oil lamp).



U



vani katimagapta (ICC General Assembly ) 2014 Inuuvingmi Inuit

qaiyuat Alaskamin, Greenland, Canada, Chukotka (Russia). Nuna

Nayuqtaqpullu Sivuniqpullu Atausiuyuq.

Uvani tajva katimagapta (ICC GA) anginiqsayungnaqtuq. Inugiaktut

nunat ungavani savaktillu nayuqtaqput maani qiviaqtuatun iliyaat.

Sunaliqaa atuaksaq isumagiblugu. Iluriurluta sivuniuqtuksauyugut.

Nunaptingni tajva qangma sapiqsautit nanginautit sukkuliqaa

ilitarnaqtut.

Katimagapta Inuit sivuliuqtingingnin tusaayuanni taapkuatigun.

Tajvuuna tajva taamna Kitigaaryuit Declaration aullaqiyuaq. Sitamani

ukiuni savaaksaqput nalunaiqtuaq. Malirutaksaq. Iluatun tajva

sivunniuqtuksauyuguk maani. Nayuqtaqput nuna mana alangumun

aullaqiyuaq nalunaittuq.



Uvagut ilisimagikput nuna nayuqtaqput. Tamapta katilluta

ilisimayaptingnik uqarluta tajva aulagupta iluatun sivunniurniatuanni.

Tamarmik uvani ilauyuat Katimaryuarapta suangamun iluatun

aullaqiyuanni.

Tamapsi Inuit ICC-nguyusi, Ilipsi tajva. Angalatchiyuat sivunniuqtit

ikayuqugaasi. Ilipsi ilisimayuasi; anguniarnikkun ikayuqtuat

katimayuannun. Taimana tajva iluriluta sivinniurniaqtuanni.

Inuvik-miutauyuami. Inuit alagiit atautchimuksimagamik

suanguatigivaga. Kuukpak, Canada-mi anginiqsaq, tariurlu qanittuk. Irilu

akiptingni takunaqtut. Natirnaq nigim tungaani. Inuuqatigiit nunaqatigiit

Inuit katimayuat Greenland-min, Chukotka, Alaska, Canada-minlu.

Atautchitun ikayqtigiiktugut sungiqutigiiktugut. Savaqatigiikkupta

iluatun inuusiqput sivunialagikput. AARIGA!



Nalunaittuq takumagikput nunanin ungavanin inuusiqput angaltchukaat.

Atautchitun katilluta uqarupta tajva Inuit Nunangat nayuqtaqput

suangasiniaqtuaq.



Quyanaq,



Duane Ningaqsiq Smith

President ICC Canada



WELCOME ADDRESS

Through our efforts as a

united voice, we let the

global community know what our

vision is for Inuit Nunaat we are

not here to just survive but to

thrive in our own environment.”

Duane Ningaqsiq Smith in his opening speech.
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he ICC General Assembly (ICC GA) 2014 in Inuvik brought

together Inuit from Alaska, Greenland, Canada and Chukotka

(Russia) under the call of “Ukiuqtaqtumi Hivuniptingnun, One Arctic,

One Future”.

This may be the most important ICC GA yet, as many countries and

industry look north for new opportunities of energy, shipping, and

resources and we need to ensure economic development is carried out

in a sustainable way. Our communities face at this time unprecedented

health and wellness challenges including increasing rates of chronic

disease, food insecurity, and mental health.

At the ICC GA we addressed and heard open, frank, and meaningful

deliberations on these crucial issues amongst Inuit leaders leading to

the adoption of the Kitigaaryuit Declaration. The Declaration charts a

course for the next four years – a course that will steer us through both

the challenges of this rapidly and unpredictably changing Arctic, and as

importantly, position our communities, our youth and our culture to take

advantage of opportunities in our changing Arctic.

We see increasing pressure from beyond our borders to impose

restrictions on our sustainable use of natural resources and continued

threats to our land from climate change and contaminants.

Through our efforts as a united voice, we let the global community know

what our vision is for Inuit Nunaat. We are not here to just survive but to

thrive in our own environment.



We are the experts in this land and together with others we will use the

best of our knowledge and the best of other expertise to make informed

decisions and shape our future together.

Each of those present at the ICC GA brought strength to our intention

and each of them offered wisdom.

The ICC is all Inuit, it is YOU. The Executive Council needs your

support, your expertise in your respective fields; such as when harvesters

contribute their knowledge to their regional bodies, which in turn allows

us to express the rights and the positions of Inuit on harvesting issues at

the broader national and international levels.

My hometown Inuvik is a place where incredible diversity comes

together forming a strong and coherent community. Our geography

includes the Mackenzie River, Canada’s largest freshwater delta, and the

majestic Arctic Ocean; we have mountains to our west, and the tundra to

our east. Circumpolar Inuit are as diverse and in unity – gathering from

Greenland, Chukotka, Alaska and the Canadian Arctic. We are “One

Arctic” and together we help forge “One Future” for our people.

Let us forge new partnerships and innovative ways to meet our

challenges, embracing together the opportunities before us. To all who

make it so, AARIGA!

Quyanaq,



Duane Ningaqsiq Smith

President ICC Canada
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Happy faces.



Vanessa Rogers and Scott Kasook (front).



Singing for the delegates.



WELCOME

TO INUVIK



Igloo Church.



Excitement at the airport.



I



t is close to midnight at the

Inuvik Mike Zubko Airport. The

Inuvik Drummers and Dancers

had already danced twice that

day as planes for Greenlanders,

Chukotkans (Russians) and

Canadians arrived. The Alaskans

are now arriving.



Russian delegate Vasilii Dobriev dancing upon arriving.



Scott Kasook, Nungki Brian Rogers and Kevin Allen.

Greenlanders arriving by Canadian North.



Inuvik Drummers and Dancers.
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were let through by officials of the

Canada Border Services Agency

(CBSA).



Some Alaskans respond in dance,

one even dropping his cane in

order to express his happiness

more fully. “Aya-ya!” Debbie

Gordon-Ruben and Kendra Elanik

There was moisture in the air, heat dance right next to the rope border

from the bated breaths of Inuvialuit set up by CBSA, while the larger

waiting to see who would come off group of drummers stood on rows

the planes, and from drum dancers of chairs spanning the width of the

giving their all each time Alaskans airport, beating their drums and



Elder Sarah Tingmiak (center) dances as the crowd cheers.



Debbie Gordon-Ruben (front).



singing with full lung power.

Elder Sarah Tingmiak, using her

cane and supported by dancer

Wendy Smith and Alainna

Carpenter enters the dance area.

She puts down her cane and begins

to dance. The crowd cheers. Deep

hugs, big smiles and even some

tears are shared. These are just

some of the wonderful moments

welcoming ICC delegates arriving

at the Inuvik airport.



Greenlanders

Alaskan

Welcome.

enjoying the show.



Kendra Elanik.



Reunion.
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6 Welcome to Inuvik



Creative Director Zoe Ho

Art Director/Designer Marten Sims



POLITICS



10 ICC History in Brief

Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, ICC Canada, Northern

Games Society, ICC General Assembly participants,

volunteers, sponsors, Nellie Cournoyea, Duane Ningaqsiq

Smith, Philippa Vos, Billie Lennie



ICS Board of Directors

President, Inuvik Lucy Kuptana

Vice President, Sachs Harbour Donna Keogak

Treasurer, Director, Tuktoyaktuk Debbie Raddi

Director, Aklavik Colin Gordon

Director, Ulukhaktok Joseph Haluksit

Director, Paulatuk Lawrence Ruben



Funding made possible by

Inuvialuit Regional Corporation

GNWT (Education, Culture and Employment)



Subscriptions

icsfinance@northwestel.net
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Feature Story



12 Part I: “One Arctic, One Future”



THE

MAKING

OF THE

ICC GA

One Arctic, One Future is how we work together to make a

long term investment in the responsibility of looking after

our homeland. We come from different countries but it’s really

one people. No matter what happens in the future, and we felt

this right from the beginning. Politicians and larger country

initiatives come and go but the Inuit are always going to be there.



ONE ARCTIC,

ONE FUTURE

UKIUQTAQTUMI

HIVUNIPTINGNUN



Qikiqtagruq Northern Lights Dancers and the Inuvik Drummers and Dancers performing.
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rom 20th to the 26th of July, Inuvik was transformed

into an international hub where Circumpolar Inuit came

together to discuss their political future, culminating in

the adoption of the Kitigaaryuit Declaration setting their

road map for the next 4 years. At the same time the ICC GA

is an opportunity for all the Inuit to get together to share and

celebrate their uniqueness, their commonality, their differences

and to come together as they used to traditionally at the end of

a year of nomadic living in order to sustain a living on the land.



ISR drummers and dancers performing.



32 Part II: Making of the ICC GA

38 Kitigaaryuit Declaration

48 Volunteer Power: Brenda and Vina Norris

59 Proud to be Home: Andrea Hansen

60 In Appreciation

COMMUNICATING

FOR THE PEOPLE

At one end of the ICC GA conference hall, there is a row of booths where

interpreters from the ICC countries are hard at work, simultaneously

translating as presenters took their turns at the podium. Annie Goose from

Ulukhaktok is in the Innuinaqtun booth, along with Helen Kitekudlak. She

took a little time out to share what it is like to translate at the ICC GA.



SAY YES TO

OPPORTUNITY



ICC GA Katimavium akiani pingasut igluruyat iluani takunaqtut mumiktiqiyit

savaksimayuat. ICC-mi nunaqativut. Uqaqtuat tugligiiklutik malirusimagait.

Annie Goose unalu Helen Kitekudlak Ulukhaktok- miutak Innuinaqtun

uqaqtuk. Uva sivikitumik unipkaaqtuq.
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:30 ublaami 6-mun aglaan savakpaktuangni.

Malruuyut savaktik igluami. Innuinaqtun

mumiktisivaktuanni, ilaanni Taniktun.

Ikayuqtigiikpaktuanni. Qiilaksuuqluta

isumaliuqpaktuanni, inuit iluatun tusaapqublugit.



J



Mumiktisivaktuat nunaqatigiingnun, Russia,

Greenland, Yupik, Inupiaq, Inuktitun,

Uummarmiutun, Sallirmiutun, Innuinaqtunlu.

Tamaan inuum uqaqtanga mumiktiniaqtuksaq.

Inuit katimavingmi iltarnaqtut. Kitikmeot,

Uummarmiut, Kivataanirmiullu. Ilaani savaqatitka

kituliqaa naalagiakpakatka. Uqausingit

quvianaqtut.

Inugiaktut uqausiqpait tusarnaqtut.

Sivituaqtumik tusaamaugalirainni

qangiqsinarmiut. Quyallitauyuq.

Mumiktiniaqpaktuanni uqaqtuaq

angumaniaqlugu. Isumaliurnaqtuq sukayumik.

Ilinariblunilu qakugu.

Uqausiqpait tusaamaugalirainni sumiliqa

katimayuanni qangiqsinaqivangmiyuat. Ilinarmiuq

qakugu ilurilutin savakkuvit.

Mumiktiniq quviagiyara. Uqaqtaksat katimayuanni

sivunniuqtaksat inugiaktut. Inuit pitqusiitigunlu,

sapiqsautitigun, iluatun inuusiq tutqiksarniq.

Tamana tajva qangiqsipkaqtuksauyuq inungn

naalaktuanun.

Uqaqatigiipaktuanni savaqatiptingnun.

Taimana innapta. Savaaksaugaluaqluta

ikayuutivaktuanni uqaqatigiikluta. Nirivigaluani

uqaqatigiingnaqtuq iluatun. Taimana tajva

ikayurniaqpaktuanni.

Annie Goose (L) and Helen Kitekudlak (R).
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e work from 8:30 am to 6 pm – there

are 2 interpreters in each booth. We

are translating from English to Innuinaqtun,

sometimes vice versa. It depends on the speakers.

We take turns translating to take pressure off

each other. Your mind is going so many miles per

hour, and you try to do the best you can to get the

message out to the people,” she said.

Every booth is speaking for their region. There

is Russian, Greenlandic, Yupik, Inupiat, Inuktitut



Get Social

@ Facebook, Twitter and Tusaayaksat.ca
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Feature Story



BEHIND THE SCENES



Special Thanks



Uummarmiutun, Siglit, and Innuinaqtun...We’ve

to try to translate everything that’s being said on

the floor because that’s expected of us. There are

people sitting in the audience that I recognize,

some from here, some from Kitikmeot, some

understand Innuinaqtun, Uummarmiutun, and

Inuktitut, so I guess some of them take on the

language that is closest to them. Sometimes

when I am taking time out I listen to the people

who are translating and there is music in the

rhythm of the different dialects.



There are many technical terms and when

you are translator-interpreter, over a period of

years you get to understand the different topics

that they talk about so that’s helpful. You are

translating as close as you can really quickly,

you mind is going very fast, you have to put

the two together. It’s a technique you learn over

time.

Some of the words you hear over and over

in different conferences but it differs in each



Translators have been talking to each

speaker’s perspective, and their audience. It’s a

technique you learn over time and you do the best other of course, because we Inuit are

an open people. Even if we are busy

you can of course.

we take time to communicate. Like

I enjoy translating - topics brought to the floor

at the tables where we eat, you try to

from each regions range from knowledge based,

accommodate each other as best as

traditional-cultural sharing, to difficult situations

you can, that is the quality that we try

in each region or the good works that they are

to carry as translator-interpreters.

doing. You have to translate that to the audience

and that the information can be received well.
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JACQUI

LAMBERT



acqui Lambert is a life force to be

reckoned with. The 22 year old

from Kotzebue, Alaska can be seen

at the ICC GA conference meetings,

snapping away with her camera as a

journalist for First Alaskans magazine,

while multi-tasking as ICC Alaska

Staff, coordinating logistics and

donning her dance parka to perform

with the Qikiqtagruq Northern Lights

Dancers. As part of her internship

with the UN Indigenous People’s

Center of Documentation, she is

also collecting oral histories for a

documentary.



between Alaska and Russia, show

how we lost touch with our dancing

and yet it’s not lost, we are finding

it again. We talk so much about

losing our native language, but we

are also losing our native dance.

Because of the cold war Russia and

Alaska couldn’t communicate with

each other. When that happened

they communicated songs through

the radio. There are some dances

where they are familiar with

the songs but the motions were

different because they couldn’t

share them.”



While it might seem like a lot on

her shoulders, Jacqui says she is

having the time of her life. “In the

past 4 years I was just thinking

ICC, ICC, really excited! I’ve been

planning for this forever,” she says.

Jacqui was 14 years old when she

attended her first ICC GA in Barrow

Alaska as part of the Sivuliq Youth

Media Group. “I didn’t understand

what was going on, I was just

working hard with the media,

learning the tools... how to use these

microphones and cameras.” When

she turned 18 she went to the 2010

ICC GA in Nuuk Greenland as an

observer. “I was just learning the

ropes, sitting in and understanding

the materials. Through these ICCs

I can feel my growth.”



Jacqui’s long distance internship

with the UN has her working with

6 other youth from Bolivia, Costa

Rica, Australia, the Philippines, the

Arctic region, the North American

region. At a historic symposium,

the interns documented oral

histories of Inuit people who were

part of the fight for Indigenous

rights in the 70s.



“Sivuliq means the front end

of the bow. We are leading this

technology change, using these

media tools to preserve our

culture,” she says through projects

such as a documentary on the

Beringia Land Bridge. “Basically

it’s about the connection of dances



“At the UN Convention in Geneva

in 1977, Indigenous people were not

even allowed into the convention

area. We recorded the stories of the

first delegates that were there, who

were fighting, we have human rights

too, there’s a big rally of them.” This

project called “The Bridge to the

Future” is according to Jacqui “to

build the bridge between the first

delegates, the elders, and the youth

about this history.”



When she first applied for the

UN internship position, another

candidate was selected instead.

“After Labour Day weekend I

opened up my emails and they were

like ‘The other candidate backed

out! Are you interested in coming

to the UN on Friday?’ This was a

Tuesday but I can’t say no to this.”

“Even though on short notice and

I didn’t know anyone, I trusted it

enough. I talked to my professors, I

met everyone when I was there and

basically that’s how I became an

intern with the Indigenous People’s

Center of Documentation. I’ve been



all around the world. I didn’t mind

traveling on my own,” she says.

“I’m trying to prove to the youth,

don’t wait. It’s possible, don’t

wait for the delegates to reach

out to you. Take any opportunity

that comes. If I haven’t started

the Youth Media group in 2005

I’ll never be here today. And all I

heard when I signed up was that

it’s a fun project with cameras and

they are going to Barrow. It shifted

my entire career for me. So that’s

basically what it is, don’t be scared

of any opportunity.”



Don’t wait for the delegates

to reach out to you. Take any

opportunity that comes... It shifted

my entire career for me. Don’t be

scared of any opportunity.”



Jacqui finds courage to be the

key to getting life changing

experiences. “Any opportunity

that came up I was just like YES I

didn’t want to pass anything up.”



Qikiqtagruq Northern Lights Dancers.



Communicating for the People: Annie Goose

Jumping In: Howie MacLeod

Saying Yes to Opportunity: Jacqui Lambert

Up and Coming: Tom McLeod
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ICC Alaska reception.

Terry Audla receiving an ICC flag.
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Photo: Michael Carman



Caribou soup and roast with bannock.



here was a secret ingredient

behind all the joy at the ICC

GA – nutrient rich, energy giving

country food! Volunteer cooks

prepared pails of maktak day and

night at Jim Koe Park, and the

rich beluga blubber boiling away

was a beautiful sight. There is just

about every kind of country food



available in the region, moose,

caribou, geese, duck, muskrat,

ptarmigan, rabbit, fish are made

into soups and roasted, and there

are drymeats and dryfish of all

kinds. Eskimo donuts, soups, stews,

bannock, berries, everything was

available for a token price, and

visitors are delighted. “Only $10



for all this!” said an Alaskan on

her Facebook, showing a bowl of

maktak, dryfish and drymeat.

“We used about 20 pails of maktak,

40 muskrats and 30 ducks,” said

head cook Sandra Ipana, who was

shaping fishcakes with her daughter

Bunnik, and a group of volunteers

from the Northern Games Society.

Coming through the door of the

cook booth are volunteers carrying

massive bags of flour, while others

are flipping pancakes and fishcakes,

punching dough, frying Eskimo

Photo: Peggy Jay



Dr. Paul John, Elder Representative (Alaska).



The Bill Edmunds Award was

presented to Carl Christian

Olsen, (Puju) for his outstanding

role in promoting Inuit rights

and interests throughout the

circumpolar region. Puju is the

director of the Oqaasileriffik

(Language Secretariat) at the

University of Greenland. He is

known for his dedication as a

linguist to revive and protect

the Greenlandic language and

identity. He advocated for Home

Rule, Denmark’s 1979 decision to

let Greenland manage some of

its own affairs and is President of

ICC Greenland.



DELICIOUS EATING

T



Photo: Minnie Naylor



owards the end of the ICC

GA, an award and gift

presentation ceremony is held in

recognition of service towards

ICC’s goals.



MAMAQTUUQ!



Photo: Hans Blohm



Photo: Hans Blohm



Enjoying the dancing.



COUNTRY FOOD



Photo: Hans Blohm



Photo: Hans Blohm



Edna Elias, Commissioner of Nunavut.



Photo: Michael Carman



AWARDS &amp; GIFTS



THE BILL

EDMUNDS

AWARDS



Dry meat.



Country food is a crucial part

of Inuit culture, and for many

who have moved away, coming

back and eating country food

immediately connects them to

their roots. It has been twelve years

since Louise Aga Flooren has been

back home in Inuvik. She drove

for 4 days from Fort Vermillion,

bringing her young children along

so they could get a taste their

culture. Her children cannot get

enough of the drymeat. “The food,

the activity, the relatives, friends

and people, they are really enjoying

it. One of them is joining the

games and volunteering,” she said.

Country food is so good that even

songs have been written about it.

The Jerry Cans sang their hit song

“Mamaqtuuq” at the ICC GA which

got everyone dancing in agreement!



Alaskans enjoying maktak.



Other gifts were also given

during the ICC GA and country

receptions to participants in

recognition of their contribution.



doughnuts. The excitement of

feeding the guests is infectious and

there is much laughter as the food is

prepared.



Bannock.



Renie Arey.



Photo: Peggy Jay



Carl Christian Olsen, Puju (Greenland).
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Enjoying the food!



Caribou rib roast.
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AWARDS &amp; GIFTS



Drum Dancing



72 The Bill Edmunds Awards



120 Drum Dance Workshop

124 Drum Dancing in the ISR

132 Now and Then: Alaskan Drum Dancing



COUNTRY FOOD



74 Mamaqtuuq: Delicious Eating



Voices and hearts soared as



musicians and members of the

various regions – Greenland

Kalaalit Nunat Choir, Nunavut

Choir, NANA Region Choir,

Aklavik Sing-a-long Group,

Chukotkan Choir, Gwich’in Choir,

North Slope Region Choir and

Kaktovik Sing-a-long Group – took

turns in leading.

Sermons were delivered by

Reverend Mark MacDonald

(National Indigenous Anglican

Bishop), and Reverend David



complimented the service after.

Parsons (Bishop of the Arctic),

“Singing is uplifting, it’s a really

both emphasizing ICC GA to be a

time to celebrate existing strengths good way to help people, one way

or another. I think it was good,

and to follow wisdom.

we were different denominations

It was a heart warming reunion

and dialects, but that didn’t really

for many whose family live

matter, we were all one family and

across the border. Hymn leaders

we were all singing for the same

Danny C. Gordon (Aklavik)

reason and that ties everyone

and Willie Goodwin (Kotzebue)

together.”

are cousins by marriage, while

This gathering set the tone for the

many of the musicians on stage

rest of the ICC GA where many

were from Kaktovik, Danny C.’s

voices would unite as one.

original hometown. He said many



Devotional moment with the Kaktovik Sing-a-long Group.
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STYLE



Inuit Fashion Showcase



CIRCUMPOLAR



FASHION



The goal in preparing

the sculpture was to

communicate the foundational

importance of the arts for the

future of Inuit and to express

pressing issues facing Inuit

society today.”

Mobilizing Inuit Cultural Heritage sculpture.



CELEBRATIONS



Gorgeous Chukotkan beaded

headband with fur tassels.
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Mary Tatty in a ceremonial beaded amauti with

a head band, usually this elaborate clothing is

reserved for special occasions.



Miriam Aglukkaq in a traditional drum dance amauti.
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FASHION



136 Circumpolar Style

145 Special Atikluks for ICC GA

146 Sewing Contest

148 ICC GA Sealskin Tapestry

TRADITIONAL

CIRCUMPOLAR

NORTHERN GAMES



76 Interfaith Service: We are One Voice

81 Home Beyond Borders: Carol Arey

82 Oceans Day

84 Art at the ICC GA



Hon. Leona Agluukkaq, Minister of the Environment in an

elegant sealskin infinity scarf.
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THE SPIRIT

OF THE

NORTHERN

GAMES



M



akiyan Ivanoff from

Unakleet, Alaska aka “Air

Alaska” as coined by Northern

Games MC Gerry Kisoun took a

deep breath and began his run

up to the seal target. “Can I kick

it?” The words on his shirt brings

a little lightheartedness to the

seriousness of his attempt.

“Ayungyee. The best!” said Gerry

Kisoun as “Air Alaska” hits his new

9 Foot record for One Foot High



Kick. The crowd erupts in applause.

Fellow athletes, competitors and

officials take pride equally in his

success. When a young athlete, new

to the games fails to hit the target

he is rewarded with equally robust

applause and encouragement.

The Traditional Inuit Northern

Games are fondly known in the

region as ‘Northern Games’

While in the past the Northern

Games was about maintaining the



Charles Haogak (Sachs Harbour) in Knuckle Hop.



body and mind for survival, the

games now serve a higher goal of

connecting youth to their culture

and strengthening their confidence.

“It’s all about personal best,” said

Donald Kuptana who is heading up

the event. “It’s about them walking

away with success, and coming

back to say I can do better.”

Fellow official Steve Cockney

(Tuktoyaktuk) agreed, “It’s really

amazing for them, first time



competing in front of a crowd. A lot

of athletes come to the stage and

want to win, but we don’t want them

to get serious like that. When the

elders taught us they encouraged us

to go higher or try harder, there was

nothing negative, everything was

positive. This is our tradition, these

are the games we were taught that

we want to pass on.”



Photo: Zoe Ho &amp; David Stewart



oming from different origins

and faiths, attendees at the

Interfaith Service – ICC GA’s first

event – were in harmony with

their intent and devotion. “Oh they

are going to sing, her voice is just

beautiful!” whispered an elder in

the audience, as two members of

the North Slope Region Choir took

the stage. As the singer began her

song, the elder and those around

her eagerly joined in.



“When we go to the communities

we have our athletes Matthew



Gideon Allurat (Nunavut) showing One Foot High

Kick Belt Jump.



James Day Jr. Belt Skipping.



Makiyan Ivanoff (Alaska).



I’m just amazed

by what these

kids can do. Years ago,

we had to struggle to

kick these heights,

now it’s just warm up

heights for them.”



Photo: Zoe Ho &amp; David Stewart
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Singing is uplifting, it’s

a really good way to help

people, one way or another. I think

it was good, we were different

denominations and dialects, but

that didn’t really matter, we were

all one family and we were all

singing for the same reason and

that ties everyone together.”



Amber Ipana wearing a fur lined atikluk.



for the grant presented the piece at

the ICC GA, “It was made by Inuit

and it accurately represents Inuit

culture and heritage. The story is

we eat the animals from the Arctic

and the animal keeps us alive. The

hunter also feeds us and that’s

why we are alive. So the carving

is a story of how we live up North.

The animals and the people live

together in the Arctic.”
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WE ARE

ONE VOICE



Akanisie Sivuarapik

in a sealskin trimmed

silapaak cover.



A beaded headband sets off a gorgeous sunburst!



Qikiqtarjuaq. The goal in preparing gold and sinew. The figures sit on

the sculpture was to communicate a base – a drum, symbolizing the

beating heart of Inuit Nunaat lined

the importance of the arts for

with sealskin and rimmed in silver.

the future of Inuit and to express

pressing issues facing Inuit society The black, blue and silver areas of

fur symbolize sea, snow and rock.

today.

The syllabics on the drum base is

The hunter, animals and inukshuk the name of the sculpture and also

are carved from Aberdeen based

the name of the grant.

serpentine stone, from Southern

Koomuatuk Sapa Curley who

Baffin Island, inlaid with caribou

conceived the idea of the gift as

antler, ivory, and gold. The hunter

Community Outreach Coordinator

holds a harpoon made of silver,
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ver the course of three

weeks, four Nunavummiut

artists created a scuplture for

ICC GA through the Mobilizing

Inuit Cultural Heritage grant.

Contributing artists were

Koomuatuk Sapa Curley and

Ashoona Ashoona, who are both

carvers from Kinngait. Frederick

Silas Qulaut is a jeweler and

precious metal worker from

Igloolik. The base was sewn

by Kathy Kuniliusee from



A beautiful sunburst and smile.
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Shirley Elias in a dance atikluk.
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CELEBRATIONS



ART

AT THE

ICC GA



Kyle Kuptana (Inuvik) and James Williams (Yellowknife) competing in the Arm Pull, a strength and endurance game.



MUSIC &amp; CULTURE



90 ICC GA Cultural Performances

106 The Ugiuk Blanket

109 Selfie Dance



Performer Interview



151



Donna Kisoun and Helen Tologanak

in the laughing game.
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A delighted audience watching the maktak eating contest.



Makiyan Ivanoff (Alaska) winner of the

Junior Two Foot High Kick.
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TRADITIONAL CIRCUMPOLAR

NORTHERN GAMES

150 The Spirit of the Northern Games

158 2014 Northern Games Results

160 NWT Youth Ambassadors



114 Believe in Yourself: Nelson Tagoona

118 The Luckiest Man in the World:

Leif Emmanuelson
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WELCOME

TO INUVIK



Igloo Church.



Inuvik Drummers and Dancers.



Happy faces.



Singing for the delegates.



Russian delegate Vasilii Dobriev dancing upon arriving.



Scott Kasook, Nungki Brian Rogers and Kevin Allen.

Greenlanders arriving by Canadian North.
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Vanessa Rogers and Scott Kasook (front).



Excitement at the airport.



I



t is close to midnight at the

Inuvik Mike Zubko Airport. The

Inuvik Drummers and Dancers

had already danced twice that

day as planes for Greenlanders,

Chukotkans (Russians) and

Canadians arrived. The Alaskans

are now arriving.



were let through by officials of the

Canada Border Services Agency

(CBSA).



Some Alaskans respond in dance,

one even dropping his cane in

order to express his happiness

more fully. “Aya-ya!” Debbie

Gordon-Ruben and Kendra Elanik

There was moisture in the air, heat dance right next to the rope border

from the bated breaths of Inuvialuit set up by CBSA, while the larger

waiting to see who would come off group of drummers stood on rows

the planes, and from drum dancers of chairs spanning the width of the

giving their all each time Alaskans airport, beating their drums and



Greenlanders

Alaskan

Welcome.

enjoying the show.



Debbie Gordon-Ruben (front).



singing with full lung power.

Elder Sarah Tingmiak, using her

cane and supported by dancer

Wendy Smith and Alainna

Carpenter enters the dance area.

She puts down her cane and begins

to dance. The crowd cheers. Deep

hugs, big smiles and even some

tears are shared. These are just

some of the wonderful moments

welcoming ICC delegates arriving

at the Inuvik airport.



Reunion.



Elder Sarah Tingmiak (center) dances as the crowd cheers.



Kendra Elanik.
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